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Hey Love,
Thank you so much for purchasing my Ultimate Vegan Dating Guide!
I am super excited that you have taken this big step in your journey to finding the veg partner of
your dreams.
This super comprehensive guide is really like a ONE STOP SHOP that will help you mentally
prepare to find love, a step-by-step to get ready to take action, actionable items to take, tips to
finding veg love, ideas for veg friendly dates, FAQ’s, and much more.
My hope is that this guide will help you feel more confident with your search for love.
If you have any questions at all please don’t hesitate to reach out to me via email at
karine@findveglove.com
Happy searching.
Sending you love,
Karine aka Your Vegan Cupid
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Chapter 1: Preparation (before the dating part)
How do you mentally & emotionally go “all-in” when it’s time to reach out
How do you mentally prep? You’ve been doing the work, but what about when it’s finally time to
really put yourself out there. That first comment? That first friend request? That first glance from
across the room?
How do you prepare your image so it’s your TRUE you?
Where do you feel the most confident?
●

If the whole dating app thing totally overwhelms you, don’t do it. Hate facebook? Don’t
do it. Never do anything that feels totally forced, this should be FUN.

●

SUGGESTIONS:
○ Make a list of: where your personality shines, reflect on your favorite things about
yourself, think about what your best friend would tell you.

Mentally prepare yourself - be confident!
●

Confidence is sexy! The more you demonstrate how confident you are, the more
attractive you will look in the eyes of the person you’re trying to get to know.

●

If you aren’t feeling super confident, think about WHAT makes you feel confident.
Remember a time when you felt really confident, and how great it felt. Reflect on the
WHY it made you feel this way.

How to calm and steady their nerves
●

I get it, all of this can be pretty nerve wracking….it’s totally normal and all part of the fun!

●

But I promise you that if you take some deep breaths, do some yoga, medidate,
exercise, it will help big time! All these things will help you feel great physically and put
you in a happy / relaxed mindset - ready to handle anything.
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●

And, as part of the program, you learned about the Letting Go technique. You can
recognize what is bothering you and what is causing it, so that you can let it go! With
practice, this will get easier and easier.

●

What makes you feel calm? Ask yourself these questions before you reach out. You may
never be ready, but you can be calm and purposeful about your connections!

Physically prepare your presence online...and offline too!
●
●
●

●

Google yourself
Are your profile & online pictures ones you want to share?
Put your face out there!
○ How to take the perfect selfie: I recommend a picture that really shows your
face with a nice smile, you can do a headshot or full-body shot, whatever you feel
most comfortable with. Don’t put the camera too close to your face (not too
high/low)
Put time into your whole self!

Remember what you LOVE about yourself
●

Part of what people love about you is what you love about yourself. Take a moment to
have a running list of YOU! For example:
○ What are your achievements?
○ Your proudest accomplishments?
○ Your favorite talents?
○ What do you love about you?
○ What makes you unique?

Know what your deal breakers are
Decide which are your non-negotiable are which ones aren’t (is it really a big deal if they don’t
like the same types of activities as you, don’t like the same music, don’t live in the same city,
etc.?).
Make sure they aren’t some random limitation based on some overgeneralization, but are the
things that really matter to you.
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I encourage you to let go of the idea that we will meet the “perfect” person who meets 100% of
your criteria, without developing your flexibility and without doing some inner work.
What can end up happening is that you judge people too quickly and don’t give them a fair
chance, and you could end up missing out on someone really great.

Conversation starters
Prepare a list of conversation starters based on your interests, goals, what you’re looking for,
and more. You can also refer to the conversation starters I included for you in Chapter 4 to get
some inspirations

Chapter 2: Ready, set, put yourself out there!
Veg Love Vault
●

A great first step (if you haven’t already done so) is to fill out a profile for my Veg Love
Vault! If you happen to be a great match for one of my clients, I will get in touch with you!

Facebook
Find Veg Love group
●

Post your short bio and picture every Friday under the “Selfie-Friday Thread”

●

Look through the selfie thread - if you see anyone you like -> send them a friend request,
message them, or leave a thoughtful comment in the thread, questions to get to know
them are great! Note about messaging - it’s best if you send a friend request FIRST
because they might not notice your message)

●

Interact with my posts by leaving comments with your thoughts - this is a great way for
people to notice you and get to know you, reply to other people’s comments as well

Send friend requests to people you are interested in
●

Without any fear of rejection, if they aren’t interested, it’s really not a big deal :)
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●
●

Once they accepted your request - send them a message → ask them questions to get
to know and show your interest
Don’t come on too strong, but be yourself, and try to feel them out

Join local, non-local, vegan and non-vegan related groups
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

There are lots of singles “hidden” in non-single specific groups
Comment on posts, be active with the groups
Search for “karine” in groups - and comment on my posts, there is often lots of action
there
Into music? Look for groups uniting music and lovers.
Do you love being creative? Find creative groups.
Love cooking and trying new recipes - find groups related to cooking
Have a favorite tv series? Join a group dedicated to it
It’s all about thinking outside the box :)

Why you should send a friend request BEFORE sending them a message
●
●
●

There are a couple of reasons #1 if they don’t accept your friend request it’s a good
indication that they are probably not interested in connecting with you….
#2 the message might go in their “other” inbox and they might never see it
Send a short message along with the request! A simple, “Hi! I saw your profile and would
like to connect” would be a great starter.

You can access your “other” mailbox by opening up messenger, and clicking on “message
requests” see screenshot:
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Reddit
●

Comment and interact with posts related to dating / relationships

●

E.g. if someone is posting saying they are looking for a vegan partner - reply and say
why it’s also important for you to find a veg partner. Get on their radar, show off who you
are, and what you’re all about

●

I set-up Google Alerts for keywords such as “vegan dating”, “vegan relationships”,
“vegan love” and anytime those keywords appear in google, I get an email notification.
Because I don’t go on Reddit on a daily basis, it’s the best way for me to get notified
when someone is talking about the subject. You can also subscribe to get email
notifications from the groups you join.

●

You can apply this to other topics you are passionate about!
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Meetup Groups
●
●
●

Search for local vegan groups in your area
Interact with members, leave comments
Attend in-person and online events

Clubhouse
●

What the heck is Clubhouse?? Click here to learn more about it - it’s the hottest “dating
app” since Tinder!

●

Follow me @vegancupid
○
○

click on the bell
set to “always” to get notified when I’m on stage

●

Join my club Vegan Cupid’s Corner

●

Need an invite? Here’s an exclusive invite

●

Make sure you have a killer profile pic, a detailed (but not super long) bio, and connect
your Instagram account so people can message you! Don’t have an IG account? Create
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one, it’s free and only takes a second. It’s the easiest/fastest way for people to reach out
to you when they see you on Clubhouse.

Direct Messaging Etiquette
Messaging a stranger can feel a bit awkward, but only if you make it awkward :)
A good rule of thumb to follow is to send 1 message, if they don’t reply after a week, you can
send another message just in case it was overlooked. We all get busy, and some people get
tons of notifications and messages and it’s easy to miss stuff.
If they still don’t reply after the second message, there’s a chance they might not be interested
(or if you’re doing this on facebook and you aren’t “friends” they might never see the message),
so don’t be creepy and send multiple messages.
In chapter 5 you have access to all kinds of sample scripts/templates you can use
And please don’t start commenting/liking a bunch of their older posts/pictures to get their
attention…. I’ve had people do that to me and it made me feel very uncomfortable!

Chapter 3: Stay the course…
Tips to Finding Veg Love
●

Keep putting yourself out there even if it feels a little uncomfortable

●

Be yourself, be brave, be bold

●

Don’t say anything just for the sake of “pleasing” someone

●

Don’t ever think that someone is “out of your league” - just go for it!

●

Make it known that you’re looking for love - tell your friends, family, and co-workers to
keep their eyes out for you

●

Know your worth - remember what you learned from the videos, especially the Loving
Yourself module
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●

Be ok with rejection, it’s all part of the process of finding someone even better and more
right for you

●

Things should never feel “forced” - if the person isn’t responding to your
message/text/emails move on

●

Stay positive by doing daily affirmations / setting positive intentions for the day
○ E.g. “I am awesome, and the right person will come along when the time is right
○ E.g. “I love myself and will find someone who truly respects and appreciates me
for me

●

If you’re feeling frustrated it might be time to take a little break, take a breather, and
focus on things that make you happy (treat yourself to your favorite dessert, have a glass
of wine,etc.)

●

Be gentle on yourself - don’t say bad things to yourself if something doesn’t workout the
way you hoped, remember that if things don’t work out, there’s a reason for it that might
not be apparent right away, but will eventually make sense.

●

Celebrate the small wins - it’s not always about “finding the one”, it’s about making
progress, making those mindset shifts that will bring you close to finding love

●

Take each experience/interaction with someone as an opportunity to learn and grow
from, whether it was “good or bad”

●

Listen to your gut / intuition

Chapter 4: The actual dating part….
There’s nothing like the sense of possibility and excitement after a great first date. The feeling
before the date, however, can be a little more nerve-wracking. You don’t know what the night
ahead of you has in store, and you don’t yet know what kind of chemistry you might have with
your date. You could be meeting the love of your life, or it could be another awkward dud, but
you’ll never know if you don’t go find out.
This not knowing, as exciting as it can be anxiety inducing, is the beauty of a first date. The best
dates are the ones that unfold organically and leave room for spontaneity. As important as it is
to lead with your sense of curiosity walking into a date, it helps to be intentional about putting
your best foot forward. Here are a few tips for a great first date that will be full of good surprises:
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Stop trying to be interesting, and get interested
You can talk about yourself, your accomplishments, and your dreams all day, but an actual
connection between two people is a two-way street. For someone to feel connected with you,
they have to feel like they know you and also like you know them. So get to know them!
This means listening. This means asking interesting questions and exploring ideas together.
Anyone will seem boring if you ask them boring questions, so think a little outside the box in
terms of your questions, and you’re bound to get answers that are a little more intriguing than
the norm.
Plan other exciting activities that week
Planning other exciting activities for the same week as your date has several benefits: it will take
some mental pressure off of the outcome of the date, make for good conversation on the date,
and communicate to your date that you’re the type of person who does fun and interesting
things. Also, if all goes well, you can seamlessly invite your date to come with you to an event
for date number two later that week.
Wear something that makes you feel sexy
Putting some thought and effort into how you dress matters. Not just because how you present
yourself is the first impression someone will have of you, but also because it affects how you
feel, which in turn affects your confidence and how you act. When dressing for a date, you don’t
need to overly curate an outfit, or even dress up, but put some thought into what you wear on a
date and make sure it’s something that makes you feel comfortable, be you, be confident, and
sexy.
Who should pay for dates?
While traditionally it was expected for the gentleman to pick up the tab, and there are many
women today who enjoy being treated on a date, the reality is that this is no longer true across
the board. Many women prefer to go dutch, and some women might even take offense if the
man tries to pick up the tab. This is where it’s essential to communicate and make sure you’re
on the same page.
If you’re a gentleman with a more traditional preference and you’d like to pick up the tab, I
recommend saying something to the effect of: “I’d love to treat you. Is that ok with you?” This
gives the lady an opportunity to communicate what her preference is as well. Be clear, be
upfront, and remember the golden rule of the early stages of dating: no one owes anyone
anything beyond honesty and respect.
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When should you follow up after a date?
There really is no such thing as “too soon” to follow up with someone to let them know you had
fun and thank them for their time. If you’d like to see your date again, I’d recommend following
up once you're home to check in and also make sure they got home alright.
If you weren’t feeling the chemistry, it might be courteous to wait until the next day or so to let
them know, as an immediate “I don’t see this going anywhere” text can feel like an Uber review.

How much time should you allow between dates?
In terms of arranging a subsequent date, sooner rather than later is preferable. There’s nothing
stopping you from making plans for a second date while still on the first date. If, on the first date
you discover that you both love modern art, and you happen to know of an exhibit opening next
week, by all means make that plan then and there.
Otherwise, arranging for the next day within a few days is a great way to make your interest
known and keep the momentum going.
So use these guidelines as an outline, but don’t overthink it. The important thing is to have fun
getting to know someone new, and to communicate what is and isn’t working for you.
Texting / emailing / messaging vs. chatting on the phone / video date
These days people tend to prefer to text/email at first, and it’s ok for a couple of days, but I
highly recommend chatting on the phone/video early on because too much can be
miscommunicated / misconstrued over messaging… it’s very hard to tell the tone of the
message since you can’t hear them! Video is even better since you can gauge their body
language, see their eyes, and smile.
My recommendation is texting/messaging for 3 days max → phone call → video
What to talk about on phone / video / in-person date
●
●
●
●
●
●

Ask questions that foster positive responses (what’s your favorite part of your work?
Don’t focus on negative things
Don’t just talk about yourself - ask lots of questions so you can get to know them
Keep it light and fun to start
Ask questions that will help you determine if anything is a deal-breaker (e.g. how do you
feel about children, do you want to get married, etc.)
Be interesting - talk about your favorite hobbies, your talents, things you’re proud
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Top ten list of conversation starting questions
1. What accomplishment are you most proud of?
2. What’s your favorite time of year and why?
3. What veg*n food would you make if your friends were coming over for dinner?
4. If you were a wild animal, who would you be?
5. What possession is most important to you and why?
6. Where would you live, if it could be anywhere?
7. What‘s your favorite thing to do on a Sunday morning?
8. What book did you read last?
9. If you could meet anyone in history, who would it be?
10. What‘s something you love about your best friend?

Types of dates
Instead of your typical “dinner date” I recommend a “physical date” like a hike, mini golf,
bowling, playing pool, where there is more opportunity to flirt with each other (casually touching
their lower back / arm for example). It’s also a great opportunity to see how competitive they are,
and I find these types of dates are less awkward when just sitting across from each other having
to make eye contact the whole time
Vegan Friendly Date Ideas
●

Tour of a farm sanctuary (can be done virtually or in-person)

●

Museum tour (can be done virtually or in-person)

●

Nature walk / hike

●

Picnic at a park

●

Cook a vegan meal together at home (once you feel comfortable being in their house)

●

Hire a chef or cooking instructor to have a new foodie experience on your date. If you’re
feeling spendy, you can hire a veg-friendly caterer to make an intimate dinner for two.

●

Take a cooking class together—if you do go this route, just make sure you’ll have
enough alone time on your date after the event.
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●

The most important part of any first date is conversation, and really getting to know the
other person.

Note about “dinner dates”
If you feel more comfortable with a dinner date, that’s totally fine, but choose the location
carefully. You don’t want to choose an ultra fancy place, but you want to choose somewhere as
sexy as possible.
I’m talking mood lighting (preferably candles), comfy seats, and tables that aren’t too close to
each other, so that you can freely chat and flirt.
Avoid spots that are too brightly lit, loud, or ones with community seating if possible.
If this thing has wings (and I know you hope it does), you’ll always look back and remember
your first date.
Make it as special and romantic as possible.

Food on a first date
On a first date especially, you’ll want to eat foods that keep you feeling light, energized, and
sexy. Some favorites are asparagus, berries, chocolate, vegan sushi, and Asian pasta. I’d
recommend staying away from anything too heavy on a first date.
Things that will make you feel groggy, such as deep fried foods or too much sugar are maybe
better for a night out with friends, or an evening at home in your pj’s binge-watching Curb Your
Enthusiasm.
Sharing food on a date
Your mom always told you it’s nice to share, right? Well, now we apply this lovely principle to
food instead of toys. Sharing food is one of the most fun and sexy things you can do on a first
date.
There’s something inherently intimate about ordering a few dishes to split, or giving your date a
bite of your pasta. Oh, and how fun is it to share a sip of your drink? It’s like saying “Hey hot
stuff, I don’t mind your germs. Hint-hint.”
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There also seem to be two types of people in the world—those who want their dish all to
themselves, and those who get excited when you suggest ordering a few items and splitting
them. It’s not a deal-breaker if you or your date don’t want to split dishes, but if you’re both
game, have fun with it!
Play with your food
No, I’m not talking about vegan whipped cream here—that’s more of a fifth date kind of thing.
I’m talking about a little PG-related food fun.
For example, if you’re really feeling flirty (and enjoying the connection you have so far), you can
feed each other. Ask your date if he’d like to try a bite of your sushi. And then, actually feed it to
him (ideally with your fingers—how hot is that?!).
I’d also suggest making eye contact, whether you’re feeding your date a delicious morsel, or
simply putting food into your own mouth. You can have a lot of fun with eye contact while you’re
eating.
Oh and don’t forget to “accidentally” touch fingers when you both reach for the seitan wings at
the same time. Oops.

Avoid foods that make your breath smell (or are super messy)
I’m the first one to pile twenty cloves of roasted garlic onto my salad, but I’m sort of smart
enough not to do it on a first date. It’s usually a good idea to use the following logic: “Since you
have no frame of reference for how my breath usually smells, I’ll go ahead and make sure it’s
not gross from what I’m about to eat.”
This logic also applies to messy foods. Your date doesn’t know you’re usually a neat eater
because she’s never seen you eat before—and that super sloppy burrito dripping down your
hand and shirt doesn’t exactly increase your sex appeal.
Maybe save that for a follow-up date.
There’s nothing wrong with showing your true self, and enjoying garlic, onions, and sloppy
food—but save it for when your date knows you’re not always going to be that way. Give them
every opportunity to sign on for a second date.
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Chapter 5: Tools, Resources, and FAQ’s for you to use!
Introducing yourself in a group
“Hey, my name is ___________, I’m ____ (years old), I live in ____________, I love
____________
Hi everybody, I’m ____________. I’m from ______________ and my favorite veg meal is
__________, and some of the ways I love to spend my time is___________(hiking, playing golf,
with my dog Fee Fee, skydiving)
Hey y’all, my name is___________, one unique thing about me is____________. I consider
myself an introvert/extrovert and I love hanging out with my kids, we enjoy boating and watching
movies in the evening together.
Hey there, I’m __________. Is anyone a total night owl like me? I love science and visiting
planetariums. I’ve been to several around the world.
Hi my name is __________. I am a total city/country/beach guy/gal. I’m from ____________
and love, sailing, riding horses, going to broadway shows, going to museums, taking care of my
pet mini goats, visiting art galleries.
Hi I’m____________. My favorite kind of music is___________. What’s yours? Why is this
genre your jam?

Things you can mention
●

Age, city you live in, veg for how long, hobbies, 1 interesting fact about yourself,
occupation, favorite color, favorite animal, favorite veg meal, outdoor activity, indoor
activity, sports, favorite idea for a date, introvert/extrovert, )

●

Do you have pets? What kind?

●

What makes you unique?

●

Type of comedy you like/don’t like
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●

Favorite movie genre, types (old/modern); favorite tv shows; movies tv shows you dislike

●

Are you more of a morning person or a night person?

●

Clubs/groups you belong to or attend regularly

●

What is fun for you? What is NOT fun at all?

●

Kind of music you love!

Telling people what you’re looking for
●

Qualities that are important to you in a partner: Sense of humor, level of affection you
prefer, empathy, very communicative/not very communicative, self discipline, ambition,

●

Perspectives on: work/life balance, beliefs, going out, staying in, life outside the
relationship, showing appreciation (gratitude, saying “thank you”, or “I love you” when the
time is right)

●

Willingness to compromise, admit shortcomings, or vulnerability

●

Is gift-giving important to you?

●

Is travel and adventure important to you? More of a homebody?

●

Music Preferences: Music you love, kind of music you cannot tolerate, talk radio yes/no?
Podcasts, books on tape; Music/noise while you sleep yes or no?

I’m looking for a serious relationship, (type of relationship, kids, goals, pets, deal
breakers, activities to do / share with a partner)
●

“I’m looking for a partner who would consider having children one day.”

●

“I’m looking for a serious relationship with someone who has similar/same spiritual
beliefs”

●

“My ideal partner would be home in the evenings to spend time together”

●

“I would be open to a long distance relationship”

●

“In 1 year I see myself___________. In 5 years I see myself, and in 10 years I see
myself__________.”
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●

“I could never be with someone who listens to rap”

●

“I would prefer not to date someone who travels all the time for work.”

●

“I’m very serious about my political affiliations.”

Future Goals
●

Where do you see yourself in 1 years, 5 years, 10 years

●

Want lots of kids, a couple kids, no kids, pets only

●

Time spent together time spent apart

●

Okay with long distance relationship or no way!

●

Beliefs: religious, not religious, spiritual, meditation etc.

●

News watching preferences/political views

Sample friend request message
Hey _______, I saw your post in the Find Veg Love group, and thought you sounded cool.”
(interesting thing you saw on their profile ex) animal, travel picture, moment in time, nature,
people, activity/viewpoint
Hi ________, I really like what you said in your post in the __________ group about
___________. I’d like to get to know you. Let me know if you want to connect and talk about it.
Hey_______, I love what you commented on this post. (Add a response that encourages them
to respond to you) ex) Respond to what they said and then ask them a question that is relevant
to their comment.
Hello _______, what you posted in the Find Veg Love Group really resonated with me. (point
out what YOU liked about the post) You sound like a cool person to get to know.
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Hi___________, I’m also part of the Find Veg Love Group and thought you seemed like a
person I would enjoy getting to know. I saw on your profile that you also seem to like
___________ ex(golden retrievers, hiking, baseball, a certain movie or tv show, traveling). Let
me know if you’re interested in getting to know me too.

FAQ
What if I don’t feel any butterflies on the first date?
I will share my personal experience of my first date with my partner - there were no crazy
butterflies. There was no first kiss. But we had a great time regardless. I was totally ok taking
things slow, and I had communicated all this to him prior to our date. A great date doesn’t need
to result in kisses or that twitterpated feeling. It can just be an amazing conversation and mutual
respect.
When should I discuss my deal breakers?
Generally speaking, I don’t recommend it on the first couple of dates because it can come off as
aggressive. Plus it’s important to keep things light and fun at first. Shifting to serious relationship
stuff doesn’t keep it light and fun. Once you feel more comfortable you can open up and talk
about the serious stuff.
In my relationship now, we have a policy that if something is bothering us, no matter how
sensitive it is to bring up, we talk about it. Sure there is a right time and place to talk about
certain topics, but holding things inside can lead to resentment and even bigger issues.
Can a long distance relationship really work?
Yes they require more time and effort, but love has no boundaries! They can absolutely work if
you find the right person, and you are both super committed to the relationship. Don’t rule
someone out just because they live in another city, you could be totally missing out on
something truly magical.
I really don’t enjoy doing the online dating thing, should I keep doing it?
If you truly hate it, don’t do it! There are plenty of other ways to meet veg singles, and I’m here
to help you through it.
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What are some green flags I should look out for?

What are some red flags I should look out for?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Doesn’t respect you wishes
Controlling
Drinking too much on a first date
Notice how they treat people in general. Do they insult them in public? Do they mock
their appearance?
Notice their circle. Do they have healthy relationships with friends and family? Do they
have a social life?
Notice their emotional availability.
Just got out of a marriage / engagement / LTR
Negativity
Neediness - seems desperate
Kids - if they talk about introducing them to you very early on it is often a sign of poor
judgement and bad boundaries.
People pleasers
Communication - Shallow conversations, doesn’t ask questions about you, takes a long
time to reply back to your messages, not remembering anything you’ve said
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●

Commitment - Inability to commit after months of dating.

I can’t figure out WHY I’m single….
You are probably blocking your own love life. We all have baggage from past relationships, but
the way we carry that baggage determines our ability to find love. The number one thing I teach
my clients is how to LET GO of ALL of that BS, so that you can be free and move forward. If you
haven’t read/listened to the Letting Go book I recommend in Module 1, do it now! Letting go
should feel like a huge weight has been lifted off your shoulders, it’s accompanied with a sudden
sense of relief and lightness, with an increase in happiness.
E.g. you are having a conversation with someone and they say something that makes you really
angry. It’s stressing you out and you can feel your blood boiling. You stop for a minute, take a
really deep breath, and tell yourself consciously to let it go! And all of a sudden the pressure is
all released and you laugh about the fact that the comment really shouldn’t have bothered you
as much as you did. You come from feelings of anger / feeling attacked to happiness. If you
can apply this mechanism to your everyday life, you will feel way less stressed because you are
in full control of your feelings.

Should I consider dating someone who isn’t vegan/vegetarian?
I get asked this question LOTS...and what I always tell people is listen to your gut. It can
absolutely work if the other person totally respects your choices and your lifestyle. But it can
have its own set of challenges, but it can work. Whatever you do, don’t try to “convert” /
“change” someone, they need to want to change themselves.
I’m not sure about the whole video dating thing, what should I do?
I know it can seem overwhelming, but it truly is a great way to put yourself out there and
connect with people without having to leave your house. I put together a Video Dating Guide if
you’re interested in learning more about this.
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Addendums
List of Recommended Facebook Groups
California Groups (general and singles):
Facebook Group Link

Group Name

https://www.facebook.com/groups/120746981301
/
la veg*s
https://www.facebook.com/groups/138386418189
0091/?ref=br_rs
vegan pros
https://www.facebook.com/groups/92027901084/
?ref=br_rs
vegan city
https://www.facebook.com/groups/130928964244
7592/?ref=br_rs
vegans in LA
https://www.facebook.com/groups/192074384187
324/?ref=br_rs
single LA vegans
https://www.facebook.com/groups/307255852731
626/?ref=br_rs
single vegans LA
https://www.facebook.com/groups/587677901401
304/?ref=br_rs
LA vegs
https://www.facebook.com/groups/176405160028
6848
single vegans LA
https://www.facebook.com/groups/losangelesveg
ansingles/
LA vegan singles
https://www.facebook.com/groups/307255852731
626
single mingle
https://www.facebook.com/groups/939273729494
842
singles - san diego
https://www.facebook.com/VeganInSanDiego/?ref
=br_rs
VSD - san diego
https://www.facebook.com/groups/145265466835
7909/
bayarea singles
https://www.facebook.com/groups/908842215867
454/
sf vegans
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/thevegancity/

oakland/berkeley

https://www.facebook.com/groups/sfvegans/

SF vegans

https://www.facebook.com/groups/182756498443
253/
bay area vegans
https://www.facebook.com/groups/190467763647
6634/
vegans of the bay
Non-City specific active vegan related facebook groups:
Facebook Group Link

Group Name

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1798710013
722572
Everything Vegan
https://www.facebook.com/groups/vegrevolutio
n
Vegan Evolution
https://www.facebook.com/groups/vegancity

Vegan World

Dr. Greger & How Not
https://www.facebook.com/groups/8744502060 to Die/Diet Independent
05170
Support Group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/vegansunite
d.bevegan/
VEGANS UNITED
https://www.facebook.com/groups/support4ne
wvegans/members/

New Vegan Support

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1458893387
86833/
Vegan Networking Ⓥ
https://www.facebook.com/groups/plantpuresu
mmit
Plant Pure
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2806780757
44130/
Vegetarian https://www.facebook.com/groups/OneBillionV
egans/
One Billions Vegans

Veg Singles Groups:
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Facebook Group Link

Group Name

https://www.facebook.com/groups/VeganSingles0 Vegan Singles
https://www.facebook.com/groups/singlevegesnv
egans
Single Vegans
https://www.facebook.com/groups/VegSingles/

VegSingles

https://www.facebook.com/groups/334123603373
151
vegan raw singles
https://www.facebook.com/groups/501521826588
554
vegan singles
https://www.facebook.com/groups/50251975333

world wide veg singles

https://www.facebook.com/groups/177302388626
8498
canadian singles
https://www.facebook.com/groups/652267841635
585/
canadian veggie singles
https://www.facebook.com/groups/389333774740
002/
veg singles cali
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cfsvnv/

florida singles

https://www.facebook.com/groups/MonogamousV
eganSingles/?ref=br_rs
Monogamous Vegan Singles
https://www.facebook.com/groups/185752359449 The Ultimate Vegan Singles
0492/
Group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/166684717025
4530/
Vegan Singles USA
https://www.facebook.com/groups/346667579049
750
Vegan Atlanta
https://www.facebook.com/groups/591396964217
323
Austin Singles
https://www.facebook.com/groups/976671895683
990/
Austin singles
https://www.facebook.com/groups/696584547174
715
North Carolina
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Recommended Reddit Groups

Recommended Clubs on Clubhouse
https://www.joinclubhouse.com/club/vegan-cupids-corner
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Next Steps
If after reading this guide you’re not quite ready to do it on your own, reach out to me and we
can explore the possibility of working together.
I offer a private 10 week private coaching program called Get Ready For Love and I also have a
fun Find Your Match package for those ready to put themselves out there like never before all in
the name of love.
Book a call here

Want to uplevel your video dating game?
I have a guide that will help you prepare for your next video date! It will also give you a
confidence boost!
For more information and to purchase click HERE
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Ready to try a new approach to finding love without a dating app?
I put together a 5 day course that will teach you everything you need to know to get started with
the app!
For more information click HERE
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